Factsheet

Reconstruction and new
agricultural effluent storage facilities
Agricultural effluent storage facilities are a key part of a dairy farm. These
facilities include above-ground storage tanks or in-ground synthetically
lined storage ponds, which provide dairy farms with an important effluent
management tool.
These facilities include ponds, tanks
or structures used to contain, store or
treat agricultural effluent.
The rules in the proposed Southland
Water and Land Plan that deal with
reconstruction and construction,
maintenance and use of agricultural
effluent storage facilities are Rules
32 (A) and (B). They relate to the
reconstruction of existing, and the
construction, maintenance and use of
new effluent storage facilities.

For details on the rule for
maintaining and use of
existing storage facilities see
our separate factsheet. If
you require a consent under
Rule 32 (D) for the continued
maintenance and use of your
existing storage facility, you
may six months from when
the plan is made operative to
lodge this application.
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Reconstruction of existing
effluent storage facilities
If you need to reconstruct your existing
effluent storage facility, e.g. to install a
synthetic liner, then you may require
resource consent. Any application
for reconstruction of existing effluent
storage facilities will be treated as the
construction of a new effluent storage
facility as per Rule 32B.

New effluent ponds
If you can meet the criteria in the
proposed plan, then you don’t need a
consent to construct, maintain and use
your new effluent storage facility.
These criteria include:
 Any incidental discharges from
the facility are within the normal
operating parameters of a leak
detection system or the pond drop
test criteria (Appendix P)
 It holds less than 35m
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 It has an impermeable liner (ie
concrete or synthetic liner)
 No part of the facility is within certain
setbacks from waterways, neighbours
and water abstraction points. It also
can’t be located over any known tile
drains.
If your facility will be bigger than 35m3,
or it will not be constructed using
impermeable concrete or a synthetic
liner (irrespective of size), then you will
need a consent.
It may be a controlled activity, which
means that Council must grant your
consent, however certain conditions can
be placed on the consent.

For your application to be a controlled
activity, your facility must:
•

Have a design that is certified by a
Chartered Professional Engineer in
accordance with IPENZ Practice Note
21 or 27.

•

Meet certain setbacks from
waterways and water abstraction
points.

•

Not be located over any known tile
drains.

•

Include an operational management
plan that describes how the pond will
be operated, when drop tests will be
undertaken, and ensure monitoring
devices (viewing ports) are installed.

An application that does not meet all
of these criteria will be processed as
either a discretionary or non-complying
activity.
You will also need consent if your
facility will be:
•

less than 35m3 and was constructed
within the normal operating
parameters of a leak detection
system or passed the pond drop test
criteria set out in Appendix P (refer to
IPenz Practice Note 21 or 27) but is
located within:
•

50 metres of a watercourse,
dwelling on same land holding
or road

•

200 metres of any dwelling not
on the same landholding

Consent is also required if your
facility:
 Does not meet Practice Note 21 or 27
 Will not be constructed within the
normal operating parameters of a
leak detection system or the pond
drop test criteria set out in Appendix P

Definitions
Agricultural effluent – effluent that is
derived from livestock farming.
Landholding – an area of land used as
a single operating unit. Please refer to
the full definition in the plan, or contact
the consents team if you are unsure
whether your property is one or more
landholdings.
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Subsurface drainage systems – an
underground system installed to drain
water or moisture from land. These
systems can include tile, mole, concrete
and clay drains, wooden box drains
and plastic subsurface drainage pipes.
Stormwater systems, drainage by use of
sumps, and on-site wastewater systems
are not included in this definition.

 Does not meet the appropriate
setback distances
Where your application does not have
an Operational Management Plan, or
your effluent storage facility is located
within the setback distances, this may
be discretionary activity and Council will
look at all of the effects of the activity.
An application for consent must include
a discussion on why you don’t have an
operational management plan, and an
assessment of the effects of constructing
and using the facility on matters such as
water quality.
If the design of your effluent storage
facility has not been certified by a
Chartered Professional Engineer
in accordance with IPENZ Practice
Note 21 or 27, then the construction,
maintenance and use of an effluent
storage facility will be a non-complying
activity. This activity status reflects the
level of risk associated with this activity.
Any application under this rule must
include a policy assessment and an
assessment of effects.
For more on leak detection systems and
Chartered Professional Engineers refer to
IPenz Practice Note 21.

Common questions and answers
Q: What is considered to be
reconstruction of an effluent storage
facility?

Q: What are the requirements for a leak
detection system?

Q: I want to install an effluent tank – do I
need consent?

A: A leak detection system is used to see
if your pond is leaking with the use of
a viewing port or an outlet pipe. IPENZ
Practice Note 21 has more information
about types of leak detection systems
Q: What methodology should be used to (refer to IPenz Practice Note 21). Normal
test my effluent pond?
operating parameters require that no
leakage is allowed.
A: The pond drop test needs to be

A: You will need consent if the tank is over
35m3 in size, or you cannot meet the other
permitted activity criteria of Rule 32B
other than the leak detection system and
pond drop test criteria.

A: The installation of a liner and viewing
ports will be deemed the reconstruction
of an effluent storage facility.

completed to the requirements of
Appendix P in the plan.

Q: Who should design my effluent
storage for me?

Q: Do I need consent to install a sand
trap/weeping wall/sump/stone trap?

A: Who you get to design and build your
storage is up to you. However, if you are
constructing a new facility the consent
process is simpler if the design has been
certified by a Chartered Professional
Engineer.

A: No, as long as it is under 35m3 and
meets the other permitted activity
criteria in Rule 32B(a) other than the leak
detection system and pond drop test
criteria.

Q: I want to build a clay lined pond –
what rule applies to me?
A: Rule 32B(c) as long as any incidental
discharge will be within the normal
operating parameters of a leak detection
system or the pond drop test criteria,
and the design is certified by a Chartered
Professional Engineer in accordance with
Practice Note 21.

Q: Will my weeping wall be counted as
storage?
A: The weeping wall is considered as a
form of effluent treatment and does not
count as storage.

The information provided is based
on Rule 32A, B and D in the decisions
version of the proposed Southland
Water and Land Plan, April 2018.

If you’re thinking about making a
change to your farming activity, it’s
important to remember what the
proposed Southland Water and Land
Plan is striving towards. Don’t forget
to address the objectives and policies

alongside the relevant rules when you
are making an application for resource
consent. The objectives and policies are
the key drivers of the rules and need to
be considered carefully.
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